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Abstract
The aim of this study was to investigate students’ and teachers’ point of views about preparing measurement tools used in mathematics classes, the level of learning that these tools are intended to measure, how often they are used and how they are scored in terms of
assessing 5th grade primary school mathematic courses. The population of the study for
the quantitative data was 226 primary school fifth-year classroom teachers and 881 students in the central school districts of Adana. Furthermore, in order to obtain qualitative
data 25 teachers and 45 students were selected by using criterion sampling. As data collection tools, the Measurement and Evaluation Questionnaire (MEQ) developed by the
researchers, semi-structured interview forms, and examination materials were used. Descriptive statistics and content analysis were performed on the data. Also, document analysis was done. As for the results, it was seen that teachers very frequently considered their students’ levels and their acquisition when preparing traditional and alternative measurement tools. However, they ignored the analysis-synthesis level. In this context, it can
be proposed that while preparing traditional and alternative assessment tools it should be
paid attention to measure higher order thinking skills of students and to use more alternative assessment tools.
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In recent years, measurement and evaluation have gained importance
as a significant factor in effective learning and teaching. This has been
reinforced by related studies in the field as well (Black and William,
1998). Regarding mathematics courses, according to the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), measurement and
evaluation have been indispensable parts of mathematics teaching as
they increase students’ interests towards mathematics (NCTM, 2000).
Therefore, measurement and evaluation can be regarded as a process of
collecting evidence about students’ mathematical skills and knowledge
in order to find out students’ tendency towards mathematics.
Nowadays, as a result of developments in cognitive psychology, traditional approaches based on behaviorism have been replaced by alternative approaches such as structuralism (detailed and multiple), investigating students’ individual abilities, high-level thinking skills, revealing
their manual skills, integrating new knowledge into already established
one in solving complex problems, reasoning in relation to the real life
and using different measurement tools in that process (Stiggins, 1999;
Sheffield & Cruikshank, 2000; Krulick et al., 2003; Dominguez Carmino, 2004). Alternative measurement and evaluation include all evaluations, excluding traditional measurements (Atkin, Black & Coffey,
2001; Bryant, 2001; Atılgan, 2006; Bahar, Nartgün, Durmuş, & Bıçak,
2006). In addition, Palm (2008) said that alternative measurement and
evaluation has begun after 1990, following the criticisms about multiple
choice exams in the USA. Also, alternative measurement and evaluation provide students some skills which may help them solve daily
and business life problems (Green & Emerson, 2008; Weigold, 1999).
According to Wiggins (1989a), the main characteristics of alternative
measurement and evaluation are that they are realistic, judicial, and innovative. Moreover, they guide students about what to do and provide
opportunities in which students can use their prior knowledge and skills
comfortably and evaluate their skills efficiently and productively.
It has been thought that investigating teachers’ and students’ perspectives about measurement tools in the mathematics teaching program
followed since 2005 in Turkey is important as this increases the quality
of education. In line with this, the study intends to find out teachers’ and
students’ point of views about the process of preparation of measurement tools in the mathematics course, the level that the measurement
tools intend to investigate, the frequency of administration of these
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tools, and finally scoring system of these tools. Therefore, this research
aims to answer the following questions:
1) How are the measurement and evaluation tools included in the primary school fifth-year mathematics course prepared?
2) Which levels of learning do measurement and evaluation tools prepared in the primary school fifth-year mathematics course aim to
measure?
3) How often are measurement and evaluation tools prepared in the
primary school fifth year mathematics course used?
4) How are measurement and evaluation tools prepared in the primary
school fifth year mathematics course scored?
Method
Research Design and Sample
This research is based on both qualitative and quantitative methods.
The population of the study is primary school teachers teaching fifth
year students and their students in state schools directed by the Ministry of National Education in the central school districts of Adana. 46.8
% of the participant students are girls and 5.2 % are boys. As for the
participating teachers, 59.8 % are females and 40.2 % are males.
Measurement Instruments
In this study, the Measurement and Evaluation Questionnaire (MEQ)
developed by the researchers, semi-structured interview forms, and
examination materials were used. The quantitative data of the study
were collected through the MEQ. For the scope validity of the MEQ
prepared for the teachers and students, 10 instructors specialized in
mathematics teaching in different universities in Turkey were asked for
advice. Moreover, 10 instructors working at Çukurova University, the
Education Faculty, the Educational Sciences and the Primary School
Teaching Department, 2 primary school teaching inspectors and 10 primary school teachers teaching primary school fifth-year students were
asked for advice. Then, following the suggestions, the MEQ teacher
and student forms were revised and finalized. Next, Cronbach Alpha
as a reliability coefficient of the MEQ teacher form was calculated and
found as .78, .79 for the preparation of the measurement tools, .74, .79
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for the learning level that the tools aimed to measure, .88 for the use
of frequency of the measurement tools, .54, .80 for the scoring of the
measurement tools respectively.
As all these scores are higher than .70, it can be concluded that the
MEQ is reliable. As for the MEQ student form, the Cronbach Alpha
reliability was found .81. Furthermore, the students and teachers were
interviewed about the measurement tools. The measurement tools were
analyzed in line with these interview results. When preparing the interview forms, the theoretical knowledge in the related literature, data
collection tools in the parallel studies, the parts in the questionnaire and
the results of the pre-interviews and the experts’ point of views were
considered as well. The semi-structured interview forms were reviewed
in line with the recommendations by ten instructors at Çukurova University, the Faculty of Education, the Educational Sciences and Primary
School Teaching Department.
Then, the questions were administered to two volunteer teachers and
three students as a pilot study in order to test whether the questions
were comprehensible and applicable. No problems were encountered in
this process.
Regarding the document analysis, the copies of exam papers that the
teachers gave in the 2006-2007 academic year were also collected. In
addition, the students’ works and some photocopies of the students’
class portfolios were taken as examples or their photographs were taken
within the scope of alternative measurement and evaluation.
Data Analysis
For descriptive statistics, SPSS-Windows 13.0 was used to analyze the
quantitative data of the study. Content analysis was performed for the
qualitative data. In content analysis, first, the main concepts are identified in the collected data. Then, these concepts are organized in a logical order and appropriate themes are investigated (Yıldırım & Şimşek,
1999). While deciding on the codes, the data based on the teachers’
and the students’ interview forms were read line by line. Next, both
already established codes and newly emerged ones were identified and
highlighted on the data. Following, similarities and differences among
the codes were taken into account and the data were re-grouped accordingly. Lastly, thematic coding was performed on the related codes
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(Yıldırım & Şimşek, 1999). While performing the thematic coding,
meaningful groups were formed in order not to lead to mismatch or
confusion in other codes. These codes were presented to the specialists
who worked about program development and mathematics teaching.
They were revised in line with the specialists’ recommendations.
Different labels were given to the first interviewed teacher as T1, the
second teacher as T2, and similarly to the first interviewed student as
S1. In the study, the document analysis was used to reinforce the quantitative data and to provide alternative explanations to the results of the
study. Firstly, the exam papers given in the 2006-2007 academic year
were photocopied and copies of assignments were taken. Based on this
document analysis, supportive and alternative explanations were provided in line with the aims of the study.
Results
The findings based on the teacher input are given below in relation to
sub-aims of the study. As a first sub-aim of the research, teachers mentioned that they frequently considered their students’ levels (x=4.61),
their students’ acquisition (x= 4.50) and the properties of the quality
to be measured (x= 4.40) in preparing traditional measurement tools.
Then, the items that the teachers took into account at a very low level
while preparing traditional measurement tools were “I prepare the tools
in collaboration with my students” (x=3.39) and “I prepare the tools with
the fifth-year class teachers” (x=3.56). Also, in the interviews, the teachers said that they gave importance to students’ qualifications, question
characteristics and acquisition.
As for the preparation of the alternative measurement tools, the items
that the teachers most frequently followed were; according to their
mean; “I consider the students’ level while preparing” (x= 4.53), “I consider
the acquisitions while preparing” (x= 4.42) and “I consider the properties
of the quality to be measured” (x=4.36). As for the items that were considered at the lowest level, they were “I prepare the tools individually”
(x=3.65), “I prepare the tools in collaboration with the students” (x=3.75)
and “I prepare the tools with the fifth-year class teachers” (x=3.75). Also,
in the interviews, the teachers mentioned that they took into account
students’ qualifications, acquisition and the material while preparing the
alternative measurement tools.
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The second sub-aim of the study is about the learning level that traditional and alternative measurement tools prepared in the mathematics
classes aimed to measure. Regarding this, the teachers said that they
frequently paid attention to remembering (x=4.20), problem solving
(x=4.20), comprehension (x=4.17). The items that were rarely considered by the teachers were analysis-synthesis (x=3.78), and “it only requires processing” (x=3.89). According to the results about the learning
level that alternative measurement tools aimed to measure, the most
frequently considered choices were “application” (x=4.14), “comprehension” (x=4.07) and “requirement of problem solving” (x=3.99). The least
frequently considered choices about alternative measurement tools were
“it only requires processing” (x=3.86), “analysis-synthesis” (x=3.88).
In addition to the findings given above, all exam papers, performance
assignments, student portfolios and projects tasks in the 2006-2007 academic year were taken from the schools. 73 exam papers were analyzed
within the scope of traditional measurement and evaluation. 40.91 % of
the multiple choice questions in the exam papers required problem solving and 24.24 % of them only required operation. Besides this, 13.64 %
of the multiple choice questions were at remembering level and 21.21 %
of them were at comprehension level. As for the written exam questions,
96.85 % of them were problem solving questions and 3.15 % of them
only required operation.
In addition to these findings, rubric analysis was conducted on the
students’ performance assignments, project tasks and portfolios within
the scope of alternative measurement and evaluation tools. Five rubrics
were identified in collaboration with 4 specialists and through the related research in the field. The rubrics were “Data Collection”, “Data
Arrangement”, “Data Application”, “Data Interpretation” and “Originality”. 53 performance assignments were evaluated in line with these
five rubrics. According to this, it can be said that the criteria on “Data
Application” (x=2.09), and “Data Collection” (x=1.94) and “Data Arrangement” (x=1.94) were achieved. However, the criterion “Originality” (x=1.60) was not fully achieved.
The most frequently used measurement tools by the teachers “twice in
two week-period” were observation (38.0 %) and short-answer questions (30.8 %). Multiple choice exams were given at the end of each
unit (35.4 %). The least frequently used measurement tools “once in a
term” were project assignments (78.5 %) and performance tasks (50.9
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%). As in the teachers’ questionnaires, “observation” was said to be the
most frequently used measurement tool in the students’ questionnaire
results. The students mentioned that observation technique was used
“once or twice in a week” (64.8 %). Also, according to the students’ point
of views, the most frequently used measurement tools -once or twice in
a week- were “short-answer questions” (61.6 %), “interview” (66 %), “multiple choice questions” (53.1 %). In addition to these findings, according to
the students’ point of views, the least frequently used measurement tool
“never” was “the Attitude Inventory” (57.5 %). Other least frequently
used measurement tools -once in a term” were “project assignments”
(46.2 %) and “performance tasks” (36.7 %).
As for the scoring system in alternative and traditional measurement tools,
the teachers frequently preferred the choices as in the following: “I consider
the difficulty level of questions” (x=4.39), “I consider the students’ knowledge
level” (x=4.20) and “I use a detailed answer key” (x=4.11). Also, when scoring the traditional measurement tools, the teachers preferred the following
choices least frequently: “I only give a mark to the result in written exams”
(x=2.58) and “I use a shared answer key with the fifth-year class teachers”.
When the teachers scored the alternative measurement tools in the
mathematics classes, they said that the most frequently used methods were according to the mean: “I consider that my students reveal their
individual skills” (x=4.46), “I consider my students’ daily performances”
(x=4.30) and “I consider my students’ knowledge level” (x=4.29). On the
other hand, the least frequently preferred choices by the teachers were
“I use rubrics” (x=3.70),
“I use a detailed answer key in scoring performance tasks” (x=3.70) and “I
use a detailed answer key in scoring project assignments” (x=3.77).
According to the interviews with the teachers, the first theme that the
teachers gave importance in scoring traditional measurement tools is
questions. 19 of the teachers said that they gave a mark to the way that
the student followed in solving the problem; in other words, they said
that they assigned a mark to each correct phase in the answers. Also,
the teachers were asked about which points they took into consideration while scoring alternative measurement tools in the interviews. They
were first asked whether they used rubrics or not in evaluating alternative measurement tools. 19 of the teachers said that they used rubrics
but 6 of them said that they did not use rubrics. 10 of the teachers using
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rubrics explained that they gave attention to class level when preparing
rubrics and 9 of them said that they followed the rubrics in the guide
books. Lastly, as for the students’ interview results, four themes emerged
from the scoring system of performance tasks and project assignments:
content, report writing, visuality and presentation.
Discussion
In this study, it was aimed to investigate teachers’ and students’ point
of views about how the measurement tools were prepared in the mathematics classes, which learning level the measurement tools measured,
how often they were used and how they were scored through both qualitative and quantitative method in our country.
When questionnaire and interview results were integrated, it was clearly
seen that teachers considered their students’ level most frequently in
preparing traditional and alternative measurement tools. This finding
is in line with the results by Senk et al. (1997a). Senk et al. (1997)
highlighted that the class tests should be prepared in a way that they
evaluate students’ skills in their study. Similar to this, Hopkins (1999)
mentioned that alternative measurement and evaluation tools should be
used in a way that they emphasize students’ characteristics. According
to NCTM (2000), students’ ages, experiences, and interests should be
given importance in choosing measurement tools. In addition to this,
the teachers secondarily considered the acquisition in preparing traditional and alternative measurement tools. The Ministry of National
Education (2005) also mentioned the importance of acquisition when
talking about measurement and evaluation tools.
In this research, regarding the learning level that traditional measurement tools intended to evaluate, the MEQ teachers’ form and document
analysis were used. According to the questionnaire results, the teachers
mostly cared for problem solving, remembering and comprehension in
preparing their exams. Similarly, the document analysis indicated that
the teachers gave importance to problem solving, comprehension and
operating during exam preparation phase. Therefore, it can be said that
the questionnaire and document analysis findings support each other.
Most of the teachers told that they prepared the exam questions which
highlighted problem solving and operating. These findings are partially parallel to research results by Saxe et al. (1997), Miller (2004), Archbald and
Grant (2000) who conducted studies with the mathematics teachers as well.
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Then, the learning level that alternative measurement tools intended to
measure was focused through the questionnaire results. According to this,
it was seen that the teachers firstly preferred application level and then
comprehension level. For example, the teacher (T5) explained that “we
assigned the students project and performance assignments so that they could develop their manual skills. We did not give written documents. While preparing
these assignments, we wanted that the students’ daily activities were revealed”.
As for the frequency of use of measurement tools, it was found that the
questionnaire results by the students and the teachers supported each
other. In both questionnaires, the most frequent measurement tools
were “observation”, and “short answer questions”. Then, it was said that
“observation” was used once or twice in two-week period by the teachers
and students. However, according to the interview findings, although
most of the teachers said that they observed, they did not use the observation as a measurement tool. Therefore, it can be said that the teachers
regarded their class observation as a measurement tool. In line with this,
a teacher said like this:
“… I make mini revisions after I complete the topic… For example, when there are five minutes left after I finish the topic. I ask
two translation questions the most. “I say that you should do it on
your own, do not cheat” Then, I walk around the class. I observe the
students. I do not count. I keep them in my mind. We evaluate the
students based on this. I know the student since he was first-year
student …” (T14).
According to the teachers’ questionnaire, “short-answer questions” and
“multiple choice questions” were asked once a month, whereas, according to the students’ questionnaire, these measurement tools were used
once or twice a week. There is a considerable inconsistency at that point
between the teachers’ and the students’ answers. This may have derived
from the fact that the students considered homework assignments as
measurement tools.
On other hand, the interview findings showed that among the traditional measurement tools, the most frequently administrated measurement tools were “mixed exams” (written exams, multiple choice exams,
true-false questions, and fill in the blanks questions) and written exams
and these were said to be given at the end of units. These findings support the teachers’ and the students’ findings.
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In line with these results, the qualitative and quantitative findings support each other about the frequency of use of the measurement tools.
Mixed exams, short-answer exams and multiple choice exams and written exams were most frequently used measurement tools. This is parallel
to studies Saxe et al. (1997), Senk et al. (1997a), Pilten (2001), Miller
(2004), Çakan (2004), Watt (2005), Susuwele-Banda (2005), Kalender
(2006), Birgin (2007), Erdemir (2007), Sarıer (2007), Erdal (2007),
Özdaş et al. (2005) and Güven and Eskitürk (2007).
It was also concluded that project and performance assignments were
given once a term or once in a unit according to the questionnaire and
interview results. This is in line with the study by Yurday (2006). This
stems from the necessity that the Ministry of National Education notice, at least one project in a year and at least one performance task in a
term must be assigned.
The results indicated that the teachers scored the questions according to
the difficulty level of the questions. This is consistent with the finding
by Erdemir (2007). In his study, he investigated how efficient primary
school teachers’ used measurement and evaluation tools and he came
into the similar results. Also, another important finding was that the
teachers gave a mark to the way that the students followed in the operation. This is in line with the study conducted by Van Den HeuvelPanhuizen and Fosnot (1996). Moreover, Senk et al. (1997a) presented
the similar findings conducted in secondary school mathematics classes.
However, these results contradict with the findings by Kalender (2006).
In his study with primary school teachers in İzmir, the participants said
that they did not give a score to the way that the students followed.
Instead, they scored the correct result. Because the teachers thought
that the mathematics is a positive science and there is only one correct
solution. Nevertheless, the main philosophy of alternative measurement
and evaluation tools are the process, not the product.
In scoring the alternative measurement and evaluation tools, the questionnaire findings by the teachers and interview results overlapped.
The questionnaire results showed that the students’ individual skills,
daily performances and their knowledge level were considered in scoring alternative measurement and evaluation tools, whereas, the interview results indicated that both the task, itself, and the students’ level
were taken into account. It can be inferred that teachers are aware of the
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objectives of the alternative measurement and evaluation tools and they
reflect this on their evaluation system. This inference is parallel to the
finding by Smith (2003).
Similarly, it was found that rubric was used by most of the teachers
(19/25) according to the interview results with the teachers in alternative measurement tools. The questionnaire results also supported this
finding. However, this contradicts with the results by Saxe et al. (1997).
They analyzed primary and secondary school teachers’ perceptions about
the revised mathematics program. According to the results of this study,
mathematics teachers used rubric as a new measurement method unconsciously and at a very low level. Similarly, Lim and Colgan (2005) conducted a study in ninth-class mathematics classes. They found that rubric
was rarely used and some difficulties were encountered in the process.
The teachers mentioned in their interviews that most of the teachers evaluated according to the task, itself. Also, the students’ interviews indicated
the focus on the task. Parallel to this, it can be said that both the teachers’
and the students’ interview results overlapped and objectivity principle
was considered in scoring alternative measurement and evaluation tools.
Similarly, Long (2001) also dealt with objectivity in mathematics classes
and said that the evaluation was done in line with this principle.
As a result, it was seen that teachers took into account students’ level,
acquisition, and the characteristics of the quality to be measured in preparing alternative and traditional measurement and evaluation tools.
Problem solving and comprehension were considered about the learning level that the evaluation tools intended to measure. The analysissynthesis level was the point that was considered at the lowest level in
the preparation of these measurement tools. As for the frequency of the
measurement tools, the most frequently used ones were “observation”,
“short-answer questions”, and “multiple choice questions”. It was also
observed that alternative measurement and evaluation tools were used
less frequent than traditional measurement tools. In scoring traditional
measurement tools, the teachers told that they mostly considered the
content of the answers and the students’ knowledge level, whereas, in alternative measurement and evaluation tools scoring, class participation
and the task assigned were given importance. In short, it can be concluded that it is important to prepare alternative and traditional measurement and evaluation tools which reveal students’ high level thinking
skills. Also, alternative measurement tools should be used more often.
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